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NEW • LITERARY

Then she receives a phone call. Her father has
passed away. He has been found dead on the
floor of his house in Moliden, six hundred
kilometres away. Shortly thereafter she learns
her fate: aggressive breast cancer, three tumours
– one big and two smaller ones. A new life takes
shape, one that concerns loss, mourning, the
fragility of the own body and the fear of dying
and leaving the children behind.

Kristina Sandberg’s auto-fictive portrayal of
this period is a powerful, deeply affecting and
psychologically penetrating text. It also looks
back on a 1970s childhood and the memories
lost when she and her sister are forced to sell the
house that was also their father’s family home.
But above all, this is a story of how the cancer
puts her in a very lonely place, one where other
people’s responses and silences are pivotal, one
where the words can’t seem to get across.

Kristina Sandberg (b. 1971) is a
psychologist and author. In 2010,
Norstedts published Giving Birth, the
first instalment in Sandberg’s trilogy
about housewife Maj. It was followed
by Care for One's Own in 2012, and
finally Life at Any Cost in 2014 – for
which she was awarded the finest
national literary award: The August
Prize for Best Fiction.
The Maj Trilogy has sold more than
455 000 copies in Sweden.

450 000+
copies sold!

The Maj Trilogy

Press voices (2010–2014)
“It is almost crazy how Sandberg has succeeded
in using Maj as a main character /.../ She has a
perfect ear for what needs to be said, and for
what is said between the lines, in the quiet, in
that small space that gives room for after–
thought and empathy. /…/ Kristina Sandberg’s
trilogy about Maj is a series of books that
should, both literarily and when it comes to
the topic, get more attention than that other
person… what’s his name… Knausgård. Maj’s
struggle is so ridiculously more interesting to me
and my sisters. Sorry, Karl Ove.” Borås Tidning

“One of the most sensitive psychological realists
in contemporary Swedish fiction.”
Svenska Dagbladet

A Lonely Place

“Sandberg is an evocative storyteller whose sentences almost crawl under the skin of the reader.
Her stories are needed.” Upsala Nya Tidning

En ensam plats

Kristina Sandberg
Spring 2016. Since receiving the August Prize
for Life at Any Cost two years previously,
Kristina Sandberg’s life has mainly involved
travelling near and far to talk about housewife
Maj. She is one of the country’s most popular
authors and she knows that she has to take advantage of this time and this opportunity, even
though she is beginning to feel exhausted and
worn-down. And then there is that pain: an

ache that spreads from her breast into her arm,
making her hand go numb. But she postpones
the mammography appointment as there is so
much else on her agenda: texts to be written, a
family holiday in Cornwall and the prestigious
invitation to the Ingmar Bergman week. She is
finding herself in a state of burnout frenzy, but
at the same time she knows that she will soon
be able to take some time off.

“It is marvelous reading./…/I have already
written that Kristina Sandberg has created, with
her earlier books, a unique, marvelous housewife
elegy. And it cannot be praised enough, for its
amazing insights, its astuteness and its understanding. Maj’s world – a dirge that quietly fades
away in the third novel. Sandberg provides a
unique female perspective of a 20th century that
went by with furious changes.”Arbetarbladet

“Bringing the housewife’s story out of oblivious is a magnificent project, but it is even more
magnificent that she allows it to remain a paradox. As a reader I admire and feel sorry for Maj
in the same breath.” Tidningen Vi

continues >>

Available material: Swedish manuscript in March, English sample in process
Option publishers: Editorial Les Hores, Catalan • Modtryk, Denmark • Nieuw Amsterdam, the Netherlands •
Prószynski, Poland • Dereta, Serbia
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Original title: En ensam plats | Publication: May 2021 | Pages: ca 300
Senior editor: Eva Gedin
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UP-COMING • LITERARY • DEBUT

Beneath the surface powerful emotions are
simmering, but also reflections on identity, class
and love. All while the fragile balance between
them threaten to crack.

There is a sense of ‘modern flaneur’ in the
narrative, which superbly captures the essence
of youth – both the feelings of alienation and
the yearning for affinity and connection. This
is Sally Rooney meets Therese Bohman, with a
little bit of Jules and Jim.

The Trio is a splendid literary debut: very accessible, yet acute, subtle and elegant, with atmospheric and beautifully observed Stockholm
exteriors that you won’t wish to leave.

The Trio

From the sample translation
Johanna Hedman (b. 1993) holds
a Master’s degree in Peace and
Conflict Studies. She has completed
internships in Paris and at the
Swedish UN delegation in New York,
where she kept minutes for the
Security Council meetings. She has
also been a trainee at an NGO in
southern India.
The Trio is her first novel.

The Trio
Trion

Johanna Hedman
Three friends in their twenties: Thora, Hugo
and August.

nant. Hugo comes from a different background
and is both fascinated and petrified by this new
and privileged world. Gradually, the three are
drawn toward each other, and a close, but not
entirely uncomplicated friendship comes into
existence.

Thora, the only child of charismatic bohemian
couple Aron and Laura, comes from old money
and has been raised in a grand apartment in an
exclusive part of Stockholm. Thora and August
have been best friends, and occasional lovers,
for years, but their relationship is unsettled
when Hugo becomes Thora’s family’s new te-

Soon they are spending every waking moment
together: sitting at cafes, taking bike rides
during long summer nights, travelling to Paris.

He once saw Thora in New York. Or at least he
thought it was her standing on the opposite subway platform: red coat, loose hair, eyes on the
phone and one hand resting on a shoulder bag.
Fat rats were scurrying across the tracks and out
of the corner of his eye he could see their small
gray bodies scamper about as he tried to get a
better look between the beams that separated
the platforms. Was it her? He felt his body tense
up as he broke out in a cold sweat. His heart
hammered in his chest with an irregular rhythm
that seemed to reflect the movements of the
rats. He’d forgotten this feeling—or rather how
powerful it was.
It wasn’t her.
It was her.
He waited for her to look up; all he needed was a
small glimpse of her face to know for sure. Then
the train came booming into the station and by
the time it left the woman in the red coat was
no longer there. Over the course of the days that
followed he kept looking for her in the rushhour crowds, raising his gaze over the masses of
heads in search of a scrap of something red, something to make his heart lurch. But he didn’t
see her again.

to each other in Swedish and silently eavesdrop
with an unassuming look. Nobody ever assumes
he’s anything but American, and in any case he’s
never lived up to the cliché of a Scandinavian,
he thinks. It happens that Americans, upon
learning where he’s from, scrunch up their noses
as though some distinctly Nordic quality might
appear if they squint. Whenever this occurs he
adds that his paternal grandmother was American, and for some reason that information tends
to produce an Ah!, as if the U.S. heritage explains some kind of lack in him.
*
Frances texts him when she arrives in New York
and they decide to meet up that weekend. It’s
the end of the spring semester and he has no
more scheduled classes, but students still get
in touch and show up outside his office with
questions about finals and grading. On Friday
night there’s the traditional end of semester celebration when the department and the students
gather in a red brick building near Washington
Square Park. Officially only tea and coffee is on
the menu but almost all of them show up at the
start of the evening already high or tipsy. He’s
sitting on the stairs by the entrance, surrounded
by friends and colleagues. Someone caresses his
arm; it’s not clear who the hand belongs to, and
he doesn’t care. He has the sense that if he put
up his own hands and held them a few centimeters from his body, his palms would touch some
invisible material that separates him from the
others.

*
Now and then he’ll walk past someone on the
street and catch a snippet of a conversation held
in Swedish. For a few seconds he has time to
wonder what language they’re speaking before
realizing that it’s his language. He’ll sometimes
sit at a bar or restaurant next to people speaking

continues >>

Available material: full English sample translation in process (first part available mid-March)
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Original title: Trion | Publication: August 2021 | Pages: ca 250
Senior editor: Elin Sennerö Kaunitz
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Event Horizon

Händelsehorisonten (2018)
Milde is a young woman from the Outskirts, a place
beyond the mountains, a place where mothers and
daughters make their living banished from society. Here
they live without rights and under difficult circumstances. Milde refuses to accept the order of things and she
is only seventeen when she, together with some friends,
throw Molotov cocktails at the urban planning office in
the city. It is believed that she is the instigator behind
the riot.
She is arrested, imprisoned, tortured and eventually
presented with a final choice: to face execution in the
city or to be sent into space, into a black hole, into the
Mass, as part of a research project. Milde chooses space –
and eternity.
Balsam Karam (b. 1983) is of Kurdish
ancestry and has lived in Sweden
since she was a young child.
She is an author and librarian and
made her literary debut in 2018 with
the critically acclaimed Event Horizon,
which attracted a lot of attention and
was later shortlisted for the Katapult
Prize.

Event Horizon is a deeply existential and poignant – but
also political – novel about oppression, exile, solidarity,
trauma and loss. With a completely unique voice Balsam
Karam writes about a hopelessness that never resigns,
about a young woman’s firm belief in a better world and
her refusal to be repressed.

»A remarkable,
enchanting
debut novel«
Arbetarbladet
about Event Horizon

Singularity is her second novel.

Event Horizon
Press voices

Singularity
Singulariteten

Balsam Karam
A mother is searching for her child, walking
the streets calling her name. She is searching
along the corniche where her daughter used to
work. She keeps searching until she loses her
mind, frantic with grief, forgetting her other
children.

imagining that as long as the baby is still inside
her, it cannot be entirely lost. She remembers
her mother’s losses: the loss of a language, a
country, an identity. Is it possible to create a
hierarchy of trauma?
Balsam Karam’s new novel Singularity is an
emotionally powerful and political work of
grief, and can be read in adjunction with her
radiant debut novel Event Horizon, if you so
wish.

A woman on vacation, with a baby growing
inside her belly, sees someone fall off the
corniche. Later she will have to give birth to a
stillborn child, refusing for as long as possible,

Original title: Singulariteten | Publication: March 2021 | Pages: ca 300 | Senior editor: Lisa Lindberg
Available material: Swe ms, English sample in March | Option publishers: Ediciones Temas de Hoy/Planeta
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“Even if Karam’s place is fictive, and so full of
symbols that it sometimes resembles a fairytale, the story about these unwanted people’s
fervent survival proves more true than many
other things. Event Horizon is a dreamlike,
existential novel that does not allow the bourgeois hegemony to dictate the language for
reality.” Göteborgs-Posten

“Do not think that Event Horizon is merely a
resentfully confrontational novel of outrage
with a short life span. Here lies a poetic element that promotes one of the fateful questions of our time to a higher and more universal level.” Dagens Nyheter
“Event Horizon is an earth-shattering read.
Through her poetic and alluringly beautiful
prose she highlights sisterhood and motherhood, but also deportation, oppression, depravity, revolt, insurgency and torture. The
novel has a powerful moral and political tone,
indignant and rebellious.” Internationalen

“The novel asks me if I truly know what and
who exist on the fringes of our society at this
exact moment, and where ‘home’ is if you
don’t have the right documents. It is definitely
a political story, but in the best fictive way: by
making it easy to feel empathy towards history,
by allowing the reader to ask the questions.”
Borås Tidning

“Balsam Karam has a distinctive linguistic expression – exquisitely beautiful and that leaves
you wanting more.” Sydsvenskan

Original title: Händelsehorisonten | Publication: March 2018 | Pages: 250 | Senior editor: Lisa Lindberg
Available material: English sample | Right sold to: Ediciones Temas de Hoy/Planeta
10
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Bibbs is forced to make extreme decisions, where the lies ultimately become the sole thing with
any ounce of truth.

Tone Schunnesson’s new novel following Trip
Reports (2016), is a study of success and destruction, dependence and betrayal, celebrity and
anonymity.

Days and Days and Days
Press voices

Tone Schunnesson (b. 1988) is a
former student of the esteemed
Biskops Arnö Writing School. She is a
regular contributor to Aftonbladet's
Arts & Culture pages. Her debut novel
Trip Reports (2016) was hailed by
the critics as delightfully rebellious,
hilarious and hard-boiled. It was also
a big commercial success, earning
Schunnesson a reputation as an
author to watch.
Days and Days and Days has sold
10 000 ccopies to date and is
shortlisted for the prestigious Swedish
Radio's Literature Prize.

Days and Days and Days
Dagarna, dagarna, dagarna

Tone Schunnesson

Bibbs is just about to turn thirty-nine. At the
same time there are those who are turning
twenty-six or nineteen. Even though Bibbs
lacks talent, she has been famous for a while,
but the good life is beginning to slip through
her fingers. And there seems to be a neverending flow of unexpected expenditures. Like the
rent.

Her boyfriend Baby has always provided stability and when he dumps her out of the blue, she
becomes devastated. When he walks out, she is
also faced with an ultimatum: if she wants to
keep her flat she must pay 100 000 SEK within
the next week. She no longer has access to that
kind of money – an amount that would have
been easy to find ten years ago.

“Days and Days and Days is a novel at the very
heart of the contemporary sauce, where fake
news, self-presentation and exploited integrity
are common ingredients. It is obviously very
easy to be ironic about this. But Schunnesson
steps right into this mess and portrays it with a
remarkable tenderness. /…/ Like Trip Reports,
Schunnesson’s debut from four years ago, this is
a novel that complicates the question of value.
Financial capital, sexual power and cultural status. What do the hierarchies look like and how
can people navigate the current social structures? What is so interesting about Bibbs is that
she is extremely contemporary, and at the same
time far too old.” Dagens Nyheter

“I guess one could call it the commodified life,
and it flows like a dark, thick undercurrent in
Tone Schunnesson’s pretty outstanding novel
Days and Days and Days /… / Schunnesson has
captured the fickle, transactional, identity-obsessed present with both absolute pitch and a
magnificently fast-paced prose, and there are
passages in the book that I want to cut out with
golden scissors and frame. /… / but the essential
questions smouldering underneath the plot are
fundamental in return: how can you exist in a
society where almost everything concerns how
much or how little money you have got? And is
it actually possible to be a human being without
also being a commodity? I don’t necessarily
believe it was Tone Schunnesson’s intention,
but in all its stillness, Days and Days and Days is
politically explosive.” Landskrona-Posten

“Tone Schunnesson writes about a child of our
time a little bit like Virginie Despentes writes
about an ageing rocker in Paris in the series
about Vernon Subutex. With tough love, coarse
humour and an omnipresent fragment of genuine sadness. Bibbs, with her freebie clothes and
her rampant narcissism, could well have become
a one-dimensional caricature, but Schunnesson
portrays a multi-faceted, disheartened human
being. One who tries to survive with what is on
offer, but who isn’t very good at it /… / It is just
as entertaining as it is painful to follow the far
from faultless Bibbs on her journey of endless
crash and burn.” ETC

“Evidently, Bibbs is both unsympathetic, erratic
and rampant. With her distinct voice, jaded
despair and late-capitalist view of the world she
permeates the pages like a bulldozer /… / Not
until I have accompanied Bibbs to the bitter end,
do I realise how complex and intricate this book
actually is.” Svenska Dagbladet
“Days and Days and Days is such a brutal punch
in the gut! It is an emotional spiral of violence that deteriorates only to deteriorate even
more until we reach the end, which is brilliantly portrayed and the only possible solution.
/…/ Days and Days and Days is an astonishing
novel about the present pursuit of likes, where humans are interchangeable like any other
commodity and where the emotional kicks are
only one post away. It is also a novel about the
difference between having a ridiculous amount
of money and having ridiculously little money
and how much shameless degradation a person
can endure.” Ystads Allehanda

“Days and Days and Days is a novel that dwells
on the appearance of things. There is something
about how the sensation of the body is portrayed that makes me recall Therese Bohman’s
novels. I can also detect French writer Michel
Houellebecq in a way that unites them. /... /
Bibbs feels like a unique fictive character. It is
well-written and melancholic. The novel is quite
the ride – don’t miss out!” Gotlands Allehanda

continues >>

Available material: English sample
Rights sold to: Gads, Denmark • Johnny Kniga, Finland • Luchterhand, Germany
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XXX | Publication:
| Pages:
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Original title: Dagarna,
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| Publication:
October 2020 | Pages: 268
XXX Bravinger
Senior editor: Håkan
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Agneta Pleijel is one of Sweden’s most
cherished authors. Since her debut
in 1970, she has been active both
as a novelist, poet and playwright.
Pleijel’s books have been translated
into a number of languages and she
has been awarded several prestigious
literary prizes.

Photo: Göran Segeholm

Her latest books are the bestselling
and critically acclaimed A Fortune
Foretold and The Scent of a Man –
both based on her own life.
Double Portrait has sold more than
10 000 copies to date.

Agneta Pleijel

»An exquisite book on
death, love and art«
Dala-Demokraten
on Double Portrait

Available material: English sample
Rights sold to: Batzer & Co, Denmark • Varrak, Estonia • Urachhaus, Germany • Gorodets, Russia •
Epsilon, Turkey
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“To read Double Portrait is like sinking into a
state where the borders between the unspoken
and the explicit become blurred and where
memories and associations come to life. Pleijel
skilfully evokes the moments when both the
reader and her characters are woken from the
past and dragged back into the present, where
the painting sessions create a near-sighted intimacy, in contrast to the conversations where the
periods of time expand.” Dagens Nyheter

“It is a fascinating fantasy, delightfully incarnated by Agneta Pleijel /… / Parallel to the creation of the coarse 80th birthday portrait, Pleijel,
through her novella, successfully produces a
double portrait that is more remarkable and
appealing, captivatingly nuanced thanks to a
precise and sensuous prose.”
Norrländska Socialdemokraten
“Before you know it the book has come to an
end, leaving you full of thoughts about love, life
and art.” Arbetaren
“… an exquisite book on death, love and art /…/
The conversations hail from Agneta Pleijel’s
own inner mind. With a sense for atmosphere
and drama, she masterfully describes perceptive,
rewarding meetings.” Dala-Demokraten
“Pleijel’s novels are constantly moving through
the area of tension between antipoles: the lucid
and the enigmatic, the empathy of emotional intensity and the intellectual analysis, the
fiercely sensual and the slightly dull academia.
In Double Portrait she has condensed plot and
prose to the maximum: the novel as a haiku. It is
wonderful and uplifting reading.”
Svenska Dagbladet

“I haven’t encountered such vivid fictive characters for quite some time.” Aftonbladet

Dubbelporträtt

His grandmother turns out to be none other than
world famous mystery author Agatha Christie and
the portrait will be a gift for her 80th birthday. The
two ageing artists reluctantly agree to the project and
during six sessions they forge a bond, revealing the
fears and desires that shape a creative life. It becomes a conversation about death, love and art – in
whichever order you choose.

Press voices

“With absolute pitch Agneta Pleijel successfully
captures the mood of two ageing people who
have experienced it all, are impressed by next to
nothing and who have seen through everything.
Their encounters are delightful to partake in,
with a sensation that you are hiding behind a
curtain in the room where they meet. Agneta
Pleijel is also a playwright and this text is close
to the language of the stage. The phrases are
razor-sharp and well-calibrated.”
Gefle Dagblad

Double Portrait: A
Novel About Agatha
Christie and Oskar
Kokoschka
March 1969. In only a matter of months the Americans will walk on the moon and the world will never
be the same again. A young man enters the gallery
Marlborough Fine Arts in London, which is hosting
an exhibition with Oskar Kokoschka. The young man
wants to know how much the Austrian painter will
charge to paint a portrait of his grandmother.

Double Portrait

“Agneta Pleijel has written a beautiful novel of
ideas, serene like a chamber play. Creativity is
the focus and the prose and actions are carefully concentrated, the style elegant, light and
ethereal, but the topics deep and fundamental.
A wonderful novel about two creative people
who live in the past but are forced back into the
present, about the nature of memory and the
gifts of artistry and about the rewards of ageing
and life experience.” Gotlands Tidningar

“The fictionalised double biography is also a
journey through Europe’s dramatic 20th century.
Like in Lord Nevermore, Agneta Pleijel portrays
last century’s Central Europe with an unfailing
sense of place and time. It all becomes a riveting, but also subdued story.”
Upsala Nya Tidning

“In fictional works about famous people it is
common that the author adds own psychological speculations when the research runs dry.
But Pleijel’s invented conversations between
the artist and his muse appear so natural and
authentic that occasionally I feel like a fly on
the wall. The novel is also set in a time when
the world was transforming into another, with
the protests of 1968 behind and the Americans
landing on the moon. Pleijel’s elegant double
portrait is from that perspective a mental time
capsule about two dramatic shifts in history. But
also a cosy, entertaining chamber play about two
colourful characters who knew how to find their
own way through history.” Göteborgs-Posten

“Those hoping for a biography with thrilling revelations will be disappointed. Reality is rather
a mere circumstance. The portraits of Christie
and Kokoschka and their conversations had
been fascinating to me as a reader even if the
originals did not exist. It all comes down to the
portrayal of course, and it is Pleijel’s ability to
capture her reader without any grand gestures or
effects that is so impressive /… / Pleijel creates
her own exquisite choreography where dialogue,
descriptions and the characters’ reflections
are allowed to blend into one. Her prose shifts
between distinctly monosyllabic and intractably
embellished in its images. All you have to do is
to follow. And enjoy.” Värmlands Folkblad

Original title: Dubbelporträtt: en roman om Agatha Christie och Oskar Kokoschka
Publication: September 2020 | Pages: 206 | Senior editor: Lisa Lindberg
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»Västerbotten has gained yet another literary star.
This is the debut of the spring – whatever you do, don't miss it! «
– Stina Jackson

Troubled Water
Press voices

Maria Broberg (b. 1977) grew up
in Piteå but has been based in the
remote northern Swedish village of
Nedre Saxnäs for the past decade
– a place that inspired her to write
Troubled Water. She has a background
in arts journalism and today she
works with public relations and as a
freelance writer.
Troubled Water has sold more than
20 000 copies to date.

Troubled Water
Bakvatten

Maria Broberg
There rests Nilas, hidden under the moss with
frosted flowers on his cheeks. Lying next to
treacherous moorland and rapid forest streams,
the same spot where Hebbe once died. Everyone believes that Nilas has drowned, that he has
been swallowed by the Vindel River. Several
decades will pass before the spring flood reveals what really happened.

by Nilas’ disappearance in the mid-1960s,
about before and after. It is the story of Assar’s
forbidden desire for Margareta, about Håkan
who longs for a father but gains a little brother,
about Håkan’s girlfriend Petra who, many
years later, decides to dig out the truth nestling
beneath layers of age-old secrets and distressing memories. Troubled Water is a novel about
loneliness, longing, village gossip and how far
the conscience can reach.

This is the story about a handful of people
whose destinies are inexorably tied together

Available material: English sample, extensive synopsis
Rights sold to: Atena, Finland • Nagel & Kimche, Germany • Wereldbibliotheek, Netherlands
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“…a magnificent story about a northern Swedish
village /… / Broberg’s writing is sinuously
beautiful, vibrant and with a foreboding tone
that provides a stark contrast to the taciturn
dialogue. In addition, she mercilessly penetrates
the psychological aspects, allowing yearning and
agony to appear completely undisguised with
both despair and crudity. At the same time,
there are examples of difficult choices made in
order to soothe loneliness and to survive /… / I
read Troubled Water without stopping and am
impressed by the smooth shifts in the complex
structure and how certain details echo throughout the whole story. It is a very powerful debut,
which makes me curious about Broberg’s next
move.” Svenska Dagbladet

can offer in terms of love /… / It is rare that a
debutant makes such a significantly epic entrance. Broberg has hereby established herself. It
certainly bodes well.” Expressen
“Troubled Water is a dramatic, intense and subtle story with a strong sense of place. Multi-faceted and polyphonic. I am deeply impressed by
Maria Broberg’s prose – the Västerbotten tonality is supremely captured – and by her ability to
portray nuanced and complex characters. I will
never be able to forget either Margareta, Håkan,
Lars or Assar.” Västerbottens-Kuriren
“Nilas’ death in the mid-1960s is the catalyst for
Maria Broberg’s debut novel Troubled Water, its
dark heart, but it is the time before and after his
short life that the story portrays: the mother’s
secret love affair, the brother’s lifelong guilt /…
/ Broberg writes with a subtle poise that feels
unusual for a debutant; she is unconcerned
with gestures, confident that the story is strong
enough. It is tempting to say that Västerbotten
literature has gained yet another tremendous
storyteller, but it may be slightly premature.
There is, however, no doubt that the region has
gained yet another tremendous story.”
Tidningen Vi

“The agonizing family saga itself is engaging
enough, and Assar and Margareta’s infatuation is
captured with reticent but acute sensitivity, but
the novel’s forte can mainly be found in the prose. Everyone knows about classic Västerbotten
authors such as Lidman, Enquist and Lindgren,
and a more recent, distinct voice like Stina Stoor
has also added remarkable linguistic flavour to
this barren part of the world. Maria Broberg is
yet another compelling voice to emerge out of
here. Her prose is deeply connected to the area
and has a natural vigor and expression, that
should make most southern writers turn green
with envy / During these Corona times many of
us have more time to read. Go ahead and please
do start with Troubled Water!” Aftonbladet

“… a convincing and resonant debut novel about
loneliness, heritage and secrets. The prose is
carefully composed, the pace smooth /… / The
Västerbotten inland, the way it is depicted by
Maria Broberg, is so powerfully present that it
feels like you’re there, breathing the same air /…
/ At the same time you don’t need to be there, of
all places. The village could be located anywhere
in Sweden, or probably in other countries for
that matter. Troubled Water is in other words
also a universal portrayal of a rural life that
many of us laptop-working, latte-drinking urbanites are rooted in only a few generations back,
during a time when the secrets were enormous
and the options small.” Borås Tidning

“At first glance it is hard to believe that Maria
Broberg, born 1977, is a debutant. In Troubled
Water it is not only an accomplished, but also
a linguistically full-fledged author, dynamic in
every single detail, that addresses the disappearance of little boy Nilas in the 1960s /… / This
portrayal of the enduring consequences of yearning, of loss, silence and incessant desire – closely guarded by two fictive characters, is mightier
than most of what modern Swedish auto-fiction

XXX | Publication:
XXX | Pages:
Original title: Bakvatten
| Publication:
MarchXXX
2020 | Pages: 272
XXX
Senior editor: Gunilla
Sondell
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LITERARY

»Of all the novels published this summer, no, this year, this is the best.
Her imagery is sublime. «
Tidsresan

Caesaria
Press voices

Hanna Nordenhök (b. 1977) lives in
Stockholm and works as a literary
and theatre critic. After two acclaimed
poetry collections, she made her
fictional debut in 2011.
Nordenhök has been awarded several
major literary honours including
prizes from the Swedish Academy and
The Nine Society (Samfundet de Nio),
as well as Göteborgs-Posten's Literary
Award in 2013. Caesaria is shortlisted
for the prestigious Swedish Radio's
Literature Prize.

Caesaria

Hanna Nordenhök
On a remote country estate, a renowned obstetrician keeps a young girl that he once carved
out of her mother’s body, like slicing out the
shimmering pearl from an oyster. It is the
dawn of modern gynaecology and the female
body appears like a cryptic landscape.

ment and runaway visions. From a story that is
loosely based on historical events and characters emerges a dollhouse existence, characterised by supervision and punishment, assault and
incarceration.
Caesaria is part novel, part fairy-tale, and a
story that portrays an impossible longing
for freedom through suggestive, dreamlike
imagery.

In her new novel, Hanna Nordenhök revisits
the 19th century with its disciplinary ideas and
mechanisms, among male hubris and lonely
impoverished children, among dirt, confine-

Available material: Swedish manuscript, Spanish sample & German sample in process, synopsis in English
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“Hanna Nordenhök’s wonderfully poetic prose creates a powerful and complex sensation,
that recalls both the Garden of Eden as well
as a pressure vessel /… / Caesaria’s house appears as something straight out of a fairytale, a
next-door-neighbour to Rapunzel’s and Cinderella’s castles. But here there is no liberation, no
way out. Her dilemma resembles that of Segismundo in Calderon’s 17th century drama Life
is a Dream. What is reality to those who have
grown up trapped in their own bodies, relying
upon their own senses, without any contact
with the world outside? An illusion, a dream,
a nightmare? The victim, an object for a past
apparatus of care and violence, speaks and thus
creates her own world of colours, scents, light
and sounds: frightening, alluring, full of beauty,
pain and grief. Society fades away, and what is
left is existence itself, shimmering and profound
like a black pearl.” Dagens Nyheter

“If it is true that the Sámis have one hundred
words for snow, Nordenhök must have one
hundred ways to describe the light of the skies.
Hanna Nordenhök writes sentences that are
intense and ambiguous, like sinister omens of
what is to come /… / The furiously beautiful
sentences and the horror that lurks underneath
them create an atmosphere that recalls Marguerite Duras’ portrayals of the intimate relationship between lust and pain.” Nordvästra Skåne
“Nordenhök is one of Sweden’s most interesting
writers. Her subdued prose and poignant stories
are truly affecting. New novel Caesaria echoes
themes and nuances from previous works, as
well as the macabre scenes and the archaically
embellished prose, but this time everything
is brought to a head – to accompany a highly
remarkable history /… / By using biblical images
and the 19th century Romantic movement’s
lyrical arabesque of feral vegetation, the elemental forces come crashing through in this both
horrific and astonishing peepshow of a novel,
in which Hanna Nordenhök successfully adds
mythological meaning to everything.”
Norrköpings Tidningar

“Nordenhök has occasionally been compared to
P O Enquist and there are similar traces in Caesaria – the most evident association, considering
the 19th century doctors’ unrestrained interest
for the female body and mind, is The Book
About Blanche and Marie (2004), but there is
also a hint of Sara Stridsberg. Not only because
of the descriptions of vulnerable young people
in the hands of powerful institutions, but also
because of the poetically symbolical prose. The
skies and the clouds, the birds and the trees. The
calf being pulled out of its dying mother’s body.
Survival, in a world of beauty and darkness.”
Expressen

“Hanna Nordenhöks writes with poetic clarity,
but without ever making a fuss. This creates
a volatile, claustrophobic and highly original
reading, with great complexity. Most of all I
am impressed by how she let’s the sorrounding
landscapes and weathers become the echo
chambers of the abuses. /.../ The world outside the human beings takes place in the most
sensually widening way, and meanwhile Caesaria is transformed from a unique child into a
worn out woman. Left out from everything she
turns inwards. I will not forget her anyday soon,
and above all I will remember this place Hanna
Nordenhök has created for her fictional life.”
Kulturnytt, Swedish Radio

“More than anything, this is a breathlessly
creepy and deeply affecting portrait of a girl’s
life, so confined and so deprived of impressions
that it’s verging on madness /… / It is unsettling
to be detained at Lilltuna for 244 pages, beyond
there and then, also beyond gender warfare and
class oppression, incarcerated in a low-level
dread, radiantly and skilfully evoked by Hanna
Nordenhök.” Göteborgs-Posten

Original title: Caesaria | Publication: April 2020 | Pages: 248
Senior editor: Håkan Bravinger
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NEW • FEELGOOD

Jessika Devert is a writer and
freelance journalist, based in
Gothenburg. She has previously
written audio originals and she has
also been a ghost writer on several
projects.

Sweet Home Dalarna has sold more
than 9 000 copies to date.

Sweet Home
Dalarna

The Diary I Never
Wrote

Karin Janson

Dagboken jag aldrig skrev

Jessika Devert

Blacksmith apprentice Madde Johansson is content
with her comfortable life in the small village in Dalarna, where she was also born and raised. Days of work,
evenings with a bowl of crisps in front of the tv, casual
sex with her ex Jonte and Friday nights drinking beer
with best friend Klara at the local hotel. Surely that’s
good enough?
But when big city boy Niklas enters Madde's life on
a warm summer’s day, everything changes. His lightblue gaze and infectious mischief causes Madde to fall
in love for the very first time. As the summer comes
to an end, Madde is faced with a crucial choice: will
she dare to leave the village behind and join Niklas
in Stockholm? How do you know where you belong?
And are there lessons to be learned from her idol Janis
Joplin’s message Try Just a Little Bit Harder?

As Annika is about to turn fifty, her daughter gives
her a diary and asks her to write about her life. Reluctantly, Annika promises to write, at least once or
twice a week. But what is there to write about? How
thrilling can it be to follow a fifty-year-old woman in
Gothenburg?

»This is feelgood at a
truly high level«
Bibliotekstjänst (BTJ)

Against all odds it turns out to be an eventful year in
her life – delightful evenings with friends and wine, as
well as a meditation camp in the countryside. The hot
flashes of menopause and day-to-day life as a doctor. A
reliable partner and a handsome, twenty-year younger
medical intern. And if that wasn’t enough, there is
also the strained relationship with her mother and
sister. Middle life is not entirely uncomplicated.

A middle-aged
Bridget Jones in
Gothenburg

Sweet Home Dalarna is a humorous feelgood novel
with lots of empathy, starring a remarkably refreshing
heroine who is just as amiable as she is eccentric.

The Diary I Never Wrote is a humoristic, cosy and
genuine page-turner – a middle-aged Bridget Jones in
Gothenburg.

Original title: Sweet Home Dalarna | Publication: June 2020 | Pages: 339 | Senior editor: Christoffer Holst
Available material: Swedish manuscript | Rights sold to: Palatium, Denmark

Original title: Dagboken jag aldrig skrev | Publication: January 2021 | Pages: 280 | Senior editor: Christoffer
Holst | Available material: Swedish manuscript
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NEW • FEELGOOD

Karin Janson is a journalist and
author and splits her time between
an apartment in Stockholm and the
family farm in Dalarna. Her debut
Byvalla became a successful audio
orginal series on Storytel.

Ostrobothnia, Finland, early 2000s. Two brothers and
their mother. A few years earlier they arrived in the
small city from Vietnam. The volatile mother wants
to be grandiose but does not know how to and instead
finds work at the laundry among her compatriots. The
older brother tries to fit in with the locals and falls in
love with Finnish girls, something that terrifies his
mother. The younger brother is mainly an observer, but
he also carries a dream of grandeur. In the small apartment tensions grow and sometimes erupt in violence.

In autumn 2021, she follows up on her successes with an
epic literary novel about a place called Kummelvik, and
the people connected to it. It is a story about two generations of families; their love lives, losses, friendships,
and fates. But it is also an honest depiction of how the
premises of a society – down to the economics in the
wake of an increasing enviromental crisis – dictate the
existence for those living in it.

Photo: Poul Rasmussen

Shade and Breeze

Quynh Tran makes his debut with a beautiful and poignant novel about a family’s vulnerabilities and desires
and the dream of once again finding solid ground after
having left a life behind.

Lidbeck’s razor-sharp eye for interpersonal relationships
and the conditions that shape them makes this a true
autumn must-read.

To be published in a joint collaboration between three
prominent literary houses: Teos and Förlaget in Finland,
and Norstedts in Sweden.

Peter Høeg

Malin Lindroth

Peter Hoeg (b.1957) made his debut with A History of
Danish Dreams in 1989, but it was his 1992 novel, Miss
Smilla’s Feeling for Snow, that catapulted him to international fame. Published in more than 30 countries, it
was later also adapted into a Hollywood movie. Hoeg
has since published several novels, most recently The
Susan Effect in 2014, and has received several prestigious
literary awards for his works.

“In The Spinster (2018) I wrote about the spinster as a
critic, with the shelf as a lookout point. In The Spinster’s Lonely Hearts Club I want to translate the spinster’s gaze into reality.

Upcoming work & backlist

Peter Hoeg’s successes has significantly helped reinforce Scandinavia’s literary status and contributed to a
stronger awareness among international publishers. We
are immensely proud to announce that, as from now on,
we are representing both Peter Hoeg’s backlist as well
his future novels. Stay tuned!

For more information:
please contact Linda Altrov Berg
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Agnes Lidbeck made a sensational breakthrough with
the literary triptych Supporting Act (2017), The Rift
(2018) and At a Loss (2019), and the bestselling poetry
collection From (2018, Ellerströms), securing her a position as one of the most prominent voices in contemporary Swedish literature.

Upcoming novel

Rights sold to: Förlaget, Finland
(Swedish) • Teos, Finland (Finnish)

The Spinster’s Lonely Hearts Club

The Spinster’s Lonely Hearts Club is a companion to
The Spinster, an essay in the shape of an agony aunt column. My ambition is to take inspiration from the magazines’ relationship advice columns using a selection of
classic questions, like: ‘How can we revive a lifeless marriage?’ and ‘Is there no one for me?’ – and responding
to them from the spinster’s incredulous perspective, a
viewpoint that will lead to dramatically different answers than the ones you expect. I want to use the agony
aunt column as a forum for a continued reclaiming of
the spinster’s permission to exist. To hi-jack a forum
that has traditionally been used to maintain a normative
view on love and to fill it with something new.”
– Malin Lindroth
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UPCOMING • HIGHLIGHTS

Quynh Tran

Option publishers: Gads, Denmark • Atena, Finland • Editions
Globe, France • Piper, Germany •
Brød og Roser, Norway

UPCOMING • HIGHLIGHTS

Option publishers: Cappelen
Damm, Norway • Treci trg, Serbia
• et al

Agnes Lidbeck

BACKLIST • HIGHLIGHTS

Kayo Mpoyi

Siri and Pentti Toimi run a small homestead in northern
Finland. Pentti rules the family with a ferocious temper
that can strike down on anyone at any time. It’s almost
Christmas, and most of the twelve living children have
gathered for the preparations the days ahead. Some–
thing is going to happen – something must happen, that
is something the eldest children all agree on. The dark
secret that is the last straw. For the sake of their mother,
the younger siblings, and the two that came first and
died: Pentti’s tyranny must come to an end. It is time to
settle old scores. Soon nothing will be the same.

This is a coming-of-age story set in Tanzania during
the 1980s and the 1990s. Adi is born as seventh child to
Kabongo and Amba Mukendi, a Zairean diplomat and
his wife. The oldest children remain in Zaire, while Adi,
her older sister Dina and their sickly little sister Mai
live with their parents in Dar-es-Salaam. Every evening
their father feeds them with words and punishes them
for the slightest misbehaviour. Adi is the young narrator
who sees the world through a child's eyes.

Testament (2019)

Rights sold to: Dar-Al Muna, Arabic
• Jota, Czech Republic • Modtryk,
Denmark • Rahva Raamat, Estonia
• WSOY, Finland • Robert Laffont,
France • Heyne, Germany • Bjartur,
Iceland • Prometheus, Netherlands
• Pax, Norway • Poznanskie, Poland
• Ripol, Russia

Testament is a wondrous family drama: vibrant, boisterous and darkly amusing, carrying traits from Jonathan
Safran Foer and Mikael Niemi. A polyphonic magnum
opus, by a storyteller unlike anyone else.
Winner of Swedish Radio's Literature Prize 2020, shortlisted for the August Prize 2019, Vi's Literature Prize
2020, Norrland's Literature Prize 2020 and the Eyvind
Johnson Prize 2020.

Mai Means Water (2019)

All families have their own myths and in Adi's case
the ancient African tales of the ancestral curses are
intermixed with the strict Christian God. Mai Means
Water is a modern Bildungsroman, a story of how a girl
is made. This is the story of Adi and her family, their
curses and fates, of abuse that repeats itself in every
generation – from the cruelty of the Belgian colonists to
the present day, as the siblings scatter around the world
to escape the dark legacy.

Rights sold to: Atena, Finland •
Marabout/Hachette Livre, France •
CultureBooks, Germany

Winner of the Katapult Prize 2020 for best debut novel.

115 000 copies sold in Sweden to date.

Amanda Svensson

Johannes Anyuru

In October 1989 a set of triplets are born at the hospital
in Lund under dramatic circumstances. The same night
another child is born in the same maternity ward, a girl
with remarkably blue eyes. Two decades later neuroscience graduate Sebastian Isaksson is recruited by a
mysterious organisation in Russell Square, where he
becomes the guardian of a monkey with a moral compass. His sister Clara travels to the remote Easter Island
to interview a man who is waiting for the approaching
apocalypse. Third sibling Matilda finds herself in rural
northern Sweden on holiday, when the colour blue
begins to haunt her.

A winter night in Gothenburg: three individuals, who
have sworn allegiance to the crumbling terror state
Daesh, attack a local comic book store. Two years later,
an author visits the only survivor of the three attackers
at a clinic for forensic psychiatry. In his eyes she is a
demon that has stolen his religion. At the same time, he
is curious about the mystery of this young Belgian girl,
who suddenly showed up in Sweden, no longer knowing
her mother tongue or acknowledging her own name,
and who performed this heinous act of terror. Now she
has asked for him to come and she tells him her secret:
that she is not from here, not from this now. That she is
in fact from the future.

A System so Magnificent it is
Blinding (2019)

Rights sold to: Modtryk, Denmark
• Actes Sud, France • Luchterhand/
btb, Germany • Wereldbibliotheek,
Netherlands • Gyldendal, Norway
• Blum, Serbia • Scribe, UK (World
English rights)

BACKLIST • HIGHLIGHTS

Nina Wähä

A System so Magnificent it is Blinding is a quirky and
maze-like novel about small, seemingly insignificant
details that may just be pieces of a bigger picture. But
more than anything it is a story about family, about
misunderstandings, shortcomings and forgiveness.
Winner of the Per Olov Enquist Literary Prize 2019, of
Svenska Dagbladet's Literature Prize 2019, and shortlisted for Vi's Literature Prize 2020.
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They Will Drown in Their
Mothers’ Tears (2017)

They Will Drown in Their Mothers' Tears is a story filled
with sorrow over the state of the world today. Johannes
Anyuru shows us once again that he is a master of words
and time, and that he justly deserves his place among
the big international names of his generation.
Winner of the Per Olov Enquist Literary Prize 2017, the
August Prize 2017 and the Aniara Prize 2017.
24

Rights sold to: Matcom, Bulgaria
• Gyldendal, Denmark • Eesti Raamat, Estonia • S&S, Finland • Actes
Sud, France • Luchterhand, Germany • Begemot, Macedonia • De Geus,
NL • Press, Norway • Proszynski,
Poland • Dereta, Serbia • Nórdica,
Spain • Profil Kitap, Turkey • Two
Lines Press, USA (world English)

Crime Fiction
&Thrillers
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UP-COMING • CRIME
NEW •FICTION
GENRE

»David Lagercrantz has
proven that he deserves both
attention and respect«
Dagens Nyheter

Rekke #1-3 rights sold to:
Companhia das Letras, Brazil
Viking, Canada
Profil, Croatia
Euromedia, Czech Rep.
Politiken, Denmark
Varrak, Estonia
WSOY, Finland
Heyne, Germany
Marsilio, Italy
Zvaigzne, Latvia
Alma, Lithuania
Signatuur/AW Bruna, NL
Gyldendal, Norway
Wielka & Storytel, Poland
Porto, Portugal
Trei, Romania
Vulkan, Serbia
Ikar, Slovak Rep.
Planeta, Spanish & Catalan (world)
MacLehose/Quercus, UK & Comm.
Alfred A. Knopf, USA

»This story brims with the best I’ve learned from my career as a journalist
and an author; from popular science, murder mysteries and biographies. I
am so looking forward to building my own universe, where I will be flirting
with my childhood heroes: Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson. «
– David Lagercrantz

Rekke/Vargas #1
David Lagercrantz

as he is about to jump in front of a train. To her
astonishment, the man is Professor Rekke. Micaela takes him to his home – not the grand house
anymore, but a large, lonely flat with hardly any
furniture in it. Both his marriage and his life are
in shambles.

A football referee is found beaten to death after
a reserve league match. Micaela Vargas, a young
police officer, is assigned a place in the investigational team. The evidence appears solid, but the
man arrested for the murder denies to having
committed the assault. The Chief of Police advises the team to speak to Professor Hans Rekke,
whose lectures on interrogational techniques
have earned him quite a reputation.

Under her close supervision, Rekke’s health
slowly improves. One day he tells her, out of the
blue, that the murdered football referee from
her old case had been a monster. Micaela reacts
with strong disbelief, but Rekke’s words spark
a flame in her and she re-opens the murder
investigation. And soon enough, everything she
took for granted no longer seems so certain.

They seek out Rekke at his grand family home
in a posh suburb. Inside, there are books and expensive art everywhere, and Vargas finds herself
intimidated by the exclusive environment. The
hawk-like Rekke is acting distracted and erratic,
and without hardly looking at them, he points
out major flaws in their investigation.

She is skilled, strong, and street-smart. He is
disoriented, unpractical, but with an x-ray
vision when it comes to solving mysteries. Both
are haunted by their past: she by the fate of her
criminal brother; he by his acute depressions
following manic periods of brilliance. The two
couldn’t be more different, but together they
complete one another and form a team with a
remarkable ability to solve the unsolvable.

At first Vargas regards him as a sham, but not
long thereafter the whole case falls to pieces;
what Rekke told them turned out to be true.

Photo: Anna-Lena Ahlström

David Lagercrantz
David Lagercrantz’ (b. 1962) breakthrough as a
novelist was Fall of Man in Wilmslow, a fictionalised novel about the British mathematician
Alan Turing.

(2015) became a global publishing phenomenon
with simultaneous publication in 27 countries,
and was followed by The Girl Who takes an
Eye for an Eye (2017) and – Lagercrantz’ final
book in the Millennium series – The Girl Who
Lived Twice (2019). The Millennium series has
so far sold 100 million copies to date and has
topped the international bestseller charts all
over the world.

The biography I am Zlatan, written together
with international football star Zlatan Ibrahimovic, was published in 2011. With 500 000
hardcover copies sold in less than two months,
it is the fastest selling book in Sweden to date,
and has sold millions of copies worldwide.

The first book in Lagercrantz’ new Rekke/
Vargas series will be published by Norstedts in
Autumn 2021, and rights have already been sold
to several territories.

In 2013, Lagercrantz was asked to write a
free-standing sequel to Stieg Larsson’s Millennium Trilogy. The Girl in the Spider's Web

Available material: English synopsis
For more info: linda.altrovberg@norstedts.se • catherine.mork@norstedts.se
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The murder remains unsolved, and the years
pass. Micaela continues working within the
police force but has fallen out of grace because
of her criminal younger brother. One evening,
after a late night out, Micaela saves a man just

»I have rarely met an author who can weave such intricate and intelligent
plots, and with the same brilliance manage to paint deep and fascinating
personal portraits. With his wide-ranging writing background I can’t wait to
dive into his new, very own crime story. This is something we’ve talked about
for a long while, and finally this new adventure can begin! «
– Eva Gedin

First
book
to be
Autumn
| Pages:
Original
title:
XXXpublished:
| Publication:
XXX |2021
Pages:
XXX ca 400
Senior editor: Eva
XXX Gedin
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NEW • CRIME FICTION
NEW • DEBUT
GENRE

father is her current partner or her ex-husband.
Claes Trygg is a disgruntled widower who after
many tough years alone has found new hope for
the future.

tion team at Vellinge Police Department. Linda
Ståhl’s crime debut is a solid page-turner with
an intricate plot, a dynamic character gallery
and psychological depth.

Photo: Kajsa Göransson

The Sinner Shall Awaken is the first book in a
series about Reub Thelander and the investiga-

The Sinner Shall
Awaken
Syndaren ska vakna

Linda Ståhl

A 60-year-old housewife disappears without a trace
and in broad daylight from her home in the prosperous coastal town Höllviken. Yvonne Tengbom is
married to one of the area’s most renowned real estate
agents and her husband Harald is overwhelmed with
worry. Detective Chief Inspector Reub Thelander is
new at work, and together with colleagues Estrid Berg
and Claes Trygg, begins investigating the case. The
team soon discover that Yvonne Tengbom did not lead
the perfect life everyone around her had pictured.
Meanwhile, bestselling writer Alex Carsén is in Stockholm when she reads about the missing person case.
There is something about it that catches her attention, and she is unable to let it go.
Ståhl’s main character Reub Thelander is a norm-breaking (non-binary) Detective Chief Inspector with
a lot of emotional baggage, reluctant to let anyone
close. Estrid Berg is heavily pregnant, but unsure if the

continues >>

Linda Ståhl works as a Communi–
cations Strategist at a real estate
company and has previously worked
with marketing and communication in
the IT sector and in the construction
industry.
She grew up in Höllviken in southern
Sweden, also the setting for her book,
but has lived in Stockholm for the past
twenty years.

Available material: Swe ms, English sample (mid-March) & synopsis (April)
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The Sinner Shall Awaken
Sample translation

“Last night he had not slept a wink. After
having spent the evening on the sofa with the
tv muted and with the mobile phone on his lap,
clicking the display once every five minutes to
make sure he had not missed any calls or texts,
he had lied down in bed at midnight with his
clothes on and his eyes wide-open. Never before
had he heard his heart beat, the pulse ringing in
his temples or the blood swooshing through his
body. But this night every bodily sound became
audible. The agony of lying there, not being able
to sleep, finally became so severe that he got up
and shuffled through the house without direction. The sensation of being home alone even
though there should be the two of them frightened him. Harald was not afraid of the dark,
nor was he anxious, and he rarely ever worried.
But when it came to Yvonne, he was struck by
catastrophic thoughts, and the alternatives as to
what might have happened to her became increasingly worse the later it got. Some time in the
wee hours of the morning he phoned the police
again. He had no recollection of what was said
during that call. His brain was preoccupied with
thoughts of stabbings, assault and attempted
rape. Stuff you read about in the newspaper.
Like a walking dead he continued his
aimless trudge through the house. Peered into
the rooms as if he was on a tour of inspection
or at an open house viewing. If Yvonne did not
come home, he would not be able to cope with
going into the office. He needed to know where
she was. As soon as the hour of the wolf was
over and the night had truly turned into day,
he would send Hamid a text. Take a sick leave.
Throughout his professional life he had never
called in sick. Apart from a week when he had
contracted chicken pox from Amanda. Speaking

of Amanda. He had to call her again, tell her
that he had filed a report with the police.
When he was back in the bedroom he
sank down onto Yvonne’s side of the double bed.
The mattress bent under his weight. With his
left hand he stroked the pillow, the duvet cover
felt rough under his fingers. Newly washed,
without fabric softener. Yvonne always let the
laundry air-dry. He leaned forward to inhale the
scent. He lifted the pillow with both hands and
shook it before putting it back. Absent-mindedly he gave it a light pat and allowed his gaze to
wander around the room as if it would give him
clues. There was a novel on Yvonne’s bedside
table, probably the one they were currently
reading in her book club. She had attached small
neon-coloured post-its to some of the pages and
they stood out from the margin like exclamation
marks. Next to the book was a glass of water
and some nose spray. Everything was left as if it
would be used again at any point.
Harald opened the drawer to the bedside table. Sleeping medication, some shells from
their holiday in Krabi and…
He kneeled in front of the drawer, his
pulse increasing for every inch he pulled out and
finally the drawer was so far extended it almost
fell to the floor. He rubbed his hands roughly
over his face and even though the room was
warm, his body was cold, inside and out. He lost
control of his hands as he pulled out the mobile phone. Yvonne’s phone with the patterned
cover. The one he had phoned more than twenty
times since yesterday afternoon. He stood up
with the phone in his hand, wandering back and
forth in the bedroom. Why was the phone at
home when Yvonne was not?

Original title: Syndaren ska vakna | Publication: April 2021 | Pages: 440
Senior editor: Erika Degard
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Wilderäng

570 000+
copies sold!

Photo: Sören Håkanlind

SCI-FI / MILITARY / SPECULATIVE
NEW • GENRE

Marviken Accounting Department – a mix of spy
novel, action thriller and science fiction with
historical elements – takes the reader from the
fields of Poltava, through the savage battles of
WWII and the secrets of the cold war, to a contrafactive Sweden where everything is at stake.

Marviken
Accounting
Department

Redovisningsavdelningen
Marviken

Lars Wilderäng

Thor works at the most secret department of the
Swedish security services, doing so called ‘wet works’.
His missions are completely illegal and must never
reach public knowledge. By relying on information
from a top secret source who almost magically always
seem to have just the right information, they are able
to avert planned terrorist attacks time and time again.
When Thor tries to investigate the source, it leads him
to an even more secret organisation: Marviken Accounting Department. An organisation whose work
prove to be something far beyond his wildest expectations. Soon he finds himself tangled up in a conspiracy so immense that it has altered the very foundations
Sweden is built upon.
But Sweden has many old grudges and enemies, who
will stop at nothing to reach their objectives.

continues >>

Lars Wilderäng (b. 1970) is a full-time
author. His great interest in politics
and societal issues shines through in
his successful books The Darkness
of Midwinter (2011), The Dawn of
Midsummer (2013), The Star Trilogy
(2015-2016), Autumn Sun (2017),
Autumn Rain (2018) and The Drop
(2019).
Marviken Accounting Department has
sold more than 26 000 copies since its
publication in May. Wilderäng’s books
have together sold more than
570 000 copies in Sweden.

Marviken Accounting Department
Press voices

“Prolific Lars Wilderäng has, since his debut
in 2011, published works of non-fiction as well
as novels verging between thriller and science
fiction. In his fabulous suspense novel Marviken
Accounting Department, anti-terror agent Thor
is recruited as a director of a secret military
operation with a mission to disarm threats from
foreign powers. Via a remarkable time travel
device, our hero and his companions have the
ability to move through space and time, and
thereby changing our mutual history /… / With
Marviken Accounting Department Wilderäng
cooks up a sharp, interchanging spy plot containing some of the genre’s most classic ingredients
– surprising turns, intricate false paths, thrilling
cliff-hangers, as well as several action scenes of a
cinematic standard – which should impress even
spy novel nestor Jan Guillou.”
Bibliotekstjänst (4/5)

“The time has come for Sweden’s Tom Clancy
– Lars Wilderäng – to release a new thriller. I
can reveal that I spent two days of intensive and
pleasurable reading. The author has a unique
gift for putting me under a spell with his stories
and thereby delivering a powerful reading experience /… / I give Marviken Accounting Department an impressive 4 out of 5! A book that you
find yourself missing once it is finished.” Daniel
Gunnarsson, Litteraturmagasinet (book blog)
“Surprising, uncompromising and rewarding
/… / As I finish listening, I can only conclude
that the author has knocked together a rather
brilliant story. It is inspiring that someone has
the guts to aim so high and pull it off to boot.”
Samuel Karlsson, Deckarlogg (book blog)
“In conclusion I find that Lars Wilderäng follows
up the terrific and realistic The Drop with yet
another interesting book. Above all it is the
thought experiment about a Swedish Empire in
our time and the reader’s own values that have
an impact on the experience itself and also provokes reflection where the answers are individual /… / It helps if you appreciate thrillers or sci-fi
but this is an intriguing twist on what has long
been Wilderäng’s trademark and the fact that he
knows this also makes it an entertaining read.”
Lundkvists Logement (book blog)

“I promise, this imaginative, distinctive and
intriguing title will explain itself in the book.
It is not as strange as it sounds /… /In this book
the author’s imagination has been allowed to
run wild. The scenario with time travel is nifty
and thought-provoking. I have absolutely no
problems with Wilderäng’s prose, besides the
weapon abbreviations. He is very skilled at building suspense.” DAST Magazine
“Wilderäng has a distinctive style, in the most
positive terms, and I love how he moves in wild
circles in this one /… / It is well-written, imaginative and really clever. And with plenty of
suspense /… / I sincerely hope that we will be
invited on at least one more adventure seeing
that I have learned to appreciate Thor.” Peter
Westberg, Authorwestberg (book blog)

XXX | Publication: XXX | Pages:
XXX
Original title: Redovisningsavdelning
Marviken
| Publication: May 2020 | Pages: 437
XXX
Senior editor: Jennifer
Lindström

Available material: Swedish manuscript
Option publishers: Hoi, Denmark • Jalava, Finland
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BACKLIST • HIGHLIGHTS

Anna Bågstam

Tekla Berg works as an emergency physician at the
Nobel Hospital in Stockholm. Her unorthodox and
intuitive approach to tackle the pressure at the A&E
makes her an appreciated resource among most of her
peers. But sometimes she makes decisions that seem
so bold, potentially jeopardizing her career as well as
the lives and health of the patients. What most of her
colleagues don’t know is that Tekla has an uncanny gift:
an intense photographic memory that is both a blessing
and a curse. She desperately tries to control it through
self-medicating with amphetamine.

Harriet Vesterberg is a young civil investigator who
decides to leave Stockholm behind for the small village
of Lerviken on the South Coast. Feeling a little lost and
unlucky in love, she is hoping that a change of scenery
will be the positive injection she needs so desperately.
Harriet moves in with her father and takes up a position
with the local police department.

Hell and High Water (2019)

Rights sold to: Albatros, Czech •
Republic • Helios, Estonia • Tammi,
Finland • Btb, Germany • Forlagid,
Iceland • Helios, Latvia • Balto, Lithuania • Luitingh Sijthoff, NL • Wielka
Litera, Poland • MacLehose Press/
Quercus, UK (World English) • FLX
(Film/TV)

A massive explosion rips through an apartment building, causing a large fire, and puts the city on emergency
alert. Everything points towards a potential terrorist
attack with many casualties. Tekla is one of the first to
arrive at the scene where she rescues a man with severe
burns to his face and body. It is suspected that he may
be among the terrorists, but there is also something
eerily familiar about him, something that evokes her
most private memories.

Rights sold to/ Option publishers: see above

The Eyewitness (2018)

When a wealthy woman is found brutally murdered at
her estate, followed by the discovery of her critically
injured husband in a container, Harriet is pulled into a
complex investigation. Suddenly Lerviken has lost its
former innocence and all the familiar faces from her
childhood appear as potential suspects. Could the killer
in fact be someone she knows?
The Eyewitness (2018) was the first part in Bågstam’s
Lerviken series, which was followed by The Shadow
Players (2019), and The Darkman (2020).

Christian Unge

Karlin & Schwarz

A woman is found wandering the corridors at Nobel
Hospital, accompanied by a little boy. She appears to be
looking for an older man who was involved in a car accident earlier in the day. In one of the emergency rooms,
physician Tekla Berg is fighting to save a seriously
injured person from the same car accident. The ensuing
chaos is nothing anyone could ever have predicted and
the events puzzle both the hospital staff, the police and
everyone else involved.

Renowned Robotics Scientist Heinrich Becker and his
ground-breaking invention, a robot named Adam, are
kidnapped. Alex Lindhage from the National Intelligence Service is assigned to the case. During an interrogation with Becker’s colleague Clara he realises that
their working relationship is strongly characterised by
competition and he suspects that she may be hiding
something.

A Grain of Truth (2020)

Rights sold to: Grada, Czech
Republic • People’s Press, Denmark • Rahva Raamat, Estonia •
Btb, Germany • Holnap, Hungary
• Marsilio, Italy • Panta, Norway •
Eksmo, Russia • Planeta, Spain

Master of Dolls (2020)

Menahwile, the Hospital Director has moved up a gear in
an attempt to privatise Nobel Hospital with the launch
of a controversial liver transplant unit and the recruitment of star surgeon Klas Nyström, who immideately
puts himself at odds with the headstrong Tekla Berg.

Assisted by Becker’s wife Nora, Alex tries to figure out
who is responsible for the kidnapping and the number
of suspects is increasing by the day. What was Becker
really involved in? As Alex puts the pieces together, he
discovers an image of the successful scientist that is far
more shocking than he could ever expect.

Tekla finds herself more and more engaged with the
woman, now seriously ill and unconcious, and the little
boy who won’t utter a word to anyone. Their identities
remain unknown and there are no traces to their past.
What she eventually finds will be beyond belief.

Master of Dolls is a riveting crime novel that also investigates moral dilemmas surrounding artificial intelligence.
New author duo Karlin & Schwarz poses important
questions about what defines a human being and where
to draw the line for what is ethically acceptable.
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Christian Unge
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Rights sold to: Minerva, Finland

General
Non-fiction

Photo © Ernst Manker/Nordiska museet

Photo: Hugo Thambert

HISTORY /NEW
REPORTAGE
• GENRE

The book portrays a hard life: reindeer lost on
the way as they run north towards their known
lands, children that are left behind with rela-

tives. Sorrow that is stilled, yet lives on in new
generations.

Sirdolaččat
Press voices

Elin Anna Labba is a journalist and
was previously the editor-in-chief of
magazine Nuorat. Today she works
for the Sámi Authors’ Centre, with a
mission to strengthen and emphasise
Sámi literature.
Sirdolaččat was published as a
magnificent work in both Swedish
and Northern-Samí and won the
August Prize for Best Non-fiction 2020.
It is also shortlisted for Norrland's
Literature Prize and the Storytel
Award. It has sold more than 26 000
copies to date.

Sirdolaččat

The Deportation of the Northern Sámi

Elin Anna Labba

One hundred years ago, the Swedish and Norwegian governments came to an agreement
regarding the nomadic people in the north.
The settlement, referred to as a dislocation by
the authorities, initiated a long period of deportations of reindeer-keeping Northern Sámi
from their homes in Norway to new lands in
Sweden, and in Finland. In the Sámi language
it gives rise to a new word – bággojohtin – for-

ced displacement. Or sirdolaččat, as the older
generation call themselves afterwards, meaning
the displaced. The first ones that are forced
away leave their homes in the belief that they
will soon return.
Elin Anna Labba has collected stories, photographs, letters and yoik lyrics, that together
form a choir of voices echoing through time.

“Journalist Elin Anna Labba has written a painful book, where the wounds are wide open even
after a century. The sorrow echoes in the old people’s stories, in the illiterates’ shaky signatures
on documents, in the faces on the photographs.
/…/ This is a book devoted to their voices, Elin
Anna Labba’s own ancestors and other deportees. Those who joiked the mountains, the rivers,
the stones, but fell silent in the new country.
While working on the book some of those she
was supposed to interview pass away. She erases
her questions, no one else knows what they
knew.” ++++ Aftonbladet Söndag

“Sirdolaččat is a dirge crucial for us to hear. Created from hours of listening to short narrations,
memory fragments, joik and through her own
reading. The people on the many photographs
look tense and worried; what will happen is the
question you can read in their furrowed faces.
And like other indigenous people, the land is
not only ground with stones, heights and trees,
but most of nature has a meaning and is part
of the soul. And therefore painful to leave /… /
And it is obvious: history is never fully written.”
Norrländska Socialdemokraten
“Labba intersperses testimonials, the frustration over everything that has already been
lost, archive photos, joiks, and governmental
documents, with her own voice. A voice that
conjures up the time when the Sámi had their
soul, body, context, reindeer herds – everything
– torn away from the land where they were
living. And what a voice she has. A while ago I
wrote how contemporary Swedish literature will
probably never see a new Vilhelm Moberg. But
Sápmi has gotten its very own Toni Morrison.
Labba writes in the language of the masters, but
she makes it feel like it belongs to her and her
ancestors, as you are forced to do when even the
words have been stolen from your mouth. And
like Morrison, she doesn’t do it for vengeance,
but as an attempt to heal some of all that have
been broken by oppression and despair. Labba
reclaims, recreates, restores everything that
have been muted by sorrow for far too long.
She seamlessly interlaces Sámi notions, and the
language flows across the pages like a crystal
clear creek. /… / A big thank you to Norstedts
for publishing a book that should be handed out
in every school. And Elin Anna Labba must win
the August Prize for best non-fiction title this
year.” Svenska Dagbladet

“Elin Anna Labba also succeeds in visualising the
human aspects of history. She has gotten the oldest generation to testify before it is too late, in
line with the movement of indigenous people all
over the world, reclaiming their past. I read with
a knot in my stomach. /… / Despite the book’s
heart-rendering content I am enjoying the fact
that the material is so elegantly rendered (which
also goes for the design). The author sheds light
over history, manners and customs, while using
distinctive, picturesque descriptions of nature
and emotions.” Dagens Nyheter
“In the same way that Nobel laureate Svetlana
Aleksievitj uses many voices to tell a panoramic, shared story, Elin Anna Labba allows the
personal destinies to become a history that is
individually perceived, but also collective and
universal. With a lyrical, stark prose she writes,
powerfully and urgently, a Sámi Song of Solomon to all of those who were forced to leave
their homes and their context. It is a fantastic book – both narratively and linguistically,
but also in terms of layout and design, and an
indisputable August Prize candidate when the
nominations for the best Swedish book of 2020
are revealed.” Folkbladet Västerbotten

continues >>

Available material: English sample
Rights sold to: Pax, Norway • Barlin Libros, Spain • Minnesota University Press, USA (world English)
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satte oss XXX
hit | |Publication:
XXX | Publication:
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Senior editor: Gunilla
Bergmark
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He has previously co-authored a book
about personal efficiency. After having
spent thousands of Danish kroner on
psychologists and self-development
books, he came across Stoicism,
which he has worked actively to
implement in his own life ever since.

110 mm

141 mm

19 mm

It’s Not All About You
Foto: Ulrik Jantzen

“LIVET ER KORT - FRUGTEN AF
DETTE LIV ER EN GOD KARAKTER OG
HANDLINGER FOR DET FÆLLES BEDSTE.”
Marcus Aurelius

Using principles from antiquity
for a life with peace of mind,
freedom and meaning

Aldrig har vi været rigere og tryggere og haft flere muligheder her i den vestlige
verden, men samtidig er mange plaget af stress, angst og depression. Nye spørgs
mål kalder på svar:

Hvordan finder du mening i en verden, hvor kampen for overlevelse er afløst af

NIELS OVERGAARD

(født 1981) er hverdagsstoiker, småbørnsfar, uddannet
journalist og arbejder som chef for bæredygtighed i

PFA. Har tidligere været medforfatter til en bog om

personlig effektivitet. Han har brugt tusindvis af kroner

Niels Overgaard
på psykologer og selvudviklingsbøger, inden han stødte

idéen om selvrealisering? Hvordan navigerer du i de nærmest uendelige muligheder og udfordringer, det moderne liv byder på?

Der er forbavsende relevante svar på de spørgsmål i den stoiske filosofi, der har
sin oprindelse i antikken. Gennem to årtusinder har den hjulpet mennesker til at
håndtere alt fra paladsintriger til krigsfangelejre.

på stoisk filosofi, som han de seneste par år har arbejdet

I bogen vil du på en jordnær, underholdende, provokerende og praktisk anvende

målrettet på at integrere i sit liv.

lig måde blive introduceret til den stoiske filosofi. Journalist Niels Overgaard op
daterer klassiske dyder som selvbeherskelse, disciplin og visdom til nutiden, og
du vil blive klogere på, hvordan de kan bruges til at håndtere moderne udford
ringer som sociale medier, smartphones, et travlt arbejdsliv og irrationel terror
frygt på en måde, der giver dig mulighed for et liv med sindsro, frihed og mening.

Despite the ongoing global pandemic, the Western
world has never been richer or safer or had more
opportunities, but at the same time many of us are
experiencing negative stress, anxiety and depression.
Our modern lifestyle has created new questions
which call for answers: How do you find meaning in
the world, when the struggle for survival has been
replaced with the idea of self-realization? How do you
navigate among the almost infinite opportunities and
challenges available to us?

Men vær forberedt: Det er ikke en filosofi, der stryger dig med hårene.

141 mm

UNCOATED STOCK

”En fremragende bog”

««««««

««««««

Berlingske

NIELS OVERGAARD

DET HELE
HANDLER
IKKE
OM DIG
Antikke principper for et liv med

deler ud af sine pinagtige erfaringer fra et antistoisk liv og fortæller om, hvordan

sindsro, frihed og mening
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Surprisingly, you can find relevant answers to these
questions in the philosophy of Stoicism, which dates
back to antiquity. For two thousand years it has helped
people cope with everything from palace intrigues to
war prison camps.
It’s Not All About You is an entertaining, provocative
and practically applicable introduction to Stoicism.
Journalist Niels Overgaard presents the updated
classic virtues of self-control, discipline and wisdom,

110 mm

børsen

DET HELE HANDLER IKKE OM DIG er også en personlig bog, hvor forfatteren
han i dag forsøger at omsætte filosofien til handling i både arbejds og privatlivet.

Press voices

BESTSELLER – NU I 9. OPLAG
”Befriende originale budskaber”

» 6 stars to superb
self-help book: A life
without resistance is
a life in coma «

In addition, this is also a personal book, where
the author shares his embarrassing experiences from an anti-stoic life and tells us how he
nowadays tries to put philosophy into practice
in both his professional and private life.

It’s Not All About You

It's Not All About You has sold more
than 14 000 copies in Denmark to
date.

226 mm

PHILOSOPHY / PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT / MANAGEMENT

and explains how they can be implemented to
handle modern challenges such as social media,
smartphones, a busy working life and an irrational fear of terrorism in order to give you a life
with peace of mind, freedom and meaning. But
be prepared: this is not a philosophy that takes
the softly-softly approach.

Niels Overgaard (b. 1981) is an
everyday stoic and a father of
young children. He is a journalist
by trade and currently works as
Head of Sustainability at the largest
commercial pension fund in Denmark

FEM STOISKE
PRINCIPPER FOR
DET MODERNE LIV

Fokusér på det, du kan kontrollere
Succes er at gøre det rigtige
Selvdisciplin gør dig fri
Døden er din ven
Det hele handler ikke om dig

“It’s Not All About You is an excellent book,
where not only leaders can draw inspiration
from the antique principles for a life with peace
of mind, freedom and meaning /.../ The book
is well-written, short and personal. This means
that the book becomes uncommonly authentic.
Niels Overgaard’s own experience is a bearing
element. Here we get very close. It’s Not All
About You is the best management book I have
read in 2020. /…/
One principle stands out in particular; the
fourth principle about death. With the frightening headline ‘Death Is Your Friend’. Followed
by a new personal headline with an edge; ‘The
Day My Father Died’. The two headlines demonstrates how the whole book is constructed. The
ongoing ping-pong between the more philosophical and the everyday. Death in the family is
something, that always leaves marks. But there
may be comforting words here to find, for those
in mourning /…/
It’s Not All About You is not necessarily a management book. It is much more than that, but
the top boss who struggles with a cumbersome
board, demotivated middle management and the
feeling that the number of conflicting interests
increases all the time, can find a lot of knowledge and inspiration here. But the target group is
not limited to business people. It is a book with
broad appeal, that also others can read with
great benefit. Børsen ****** (6/6)

“The self-help books of today are filled with
commercial assaults on Kierkegaard, Heidegger
and the old Greeks. That does not apply to Niels
Overgaard’s It’s Not All About You, which using
five special principles from stoicism and a skinless reflection manages to combine the genre
with philosophy in a rare manner. /…/ With
Niels Overgaard there isn’t a shadow of irony –
on the contrary the self-help format is carried
through completely. The advices are practical,
unpretentious and easy to understand, and nevertheless a remarkably low level of banalities.
For example, he suggests, that we shall be
constructively unattached to our work. It is not
our identity; it is just a job. You should of course
make yourself useful, but the world doesn’t end
if you don’t succeed. /…/ It is an extraordinarily well-functioning book. Possibly foremost
because Niels Overgaard doesn’t try to prove
anything. He has a message he wants to deliver,
and therefore the text is cut sharp as a knife,
and we are pretty much excused from references
to irrelevant popular literature. /…/ It’s Not All
About You is an extremely successful self-help
book, that sticks completely to its genre, but
with liberatingly original ideas.”
Berlingske Tiderne ****** (6/6)

Berlingske Tiderne

continues >>

Available material: Danish ms, English sample
Original publisher: People’s Press

Original title: Det hele handler ikke om dig – Antikke principper for et liv med sindsro, frihed og mening
Publication: February 2020 | Pages: 221
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Illustrated
Non-fiction

NEW • HOME IMPROVEMENT / DIY

Erika Åberg is a building
antiquarian and a
well-known face from
television, magazines
and social media where
she shares her biggest
passions: building
preservation and a
sustainable lifestyle.
In its first month since
publication, Building
Preservation has sold
more than 5 000 copies.

Building Preservation
Byggnadsvård

Erika Åberg

An old house or an apartment with a historical
ambience is a dream for many of us. Imagine
a comfortable family life in a delightful home
with modern features, sound materials and
beautiful details. But day-to-day life in an
older building also means that there is always
something demanding repair, replacement
or embellishment. For the past decade, Erika
Åberg and her husband have restored their
house from scratch, inside and out, while also

raising two children at the same time. How
does one find time, money and energy?
In ten chapters she shares ten fundamental
ways to consider building preservation and
restoration. The book shows you how you can
restore a house in a sustainable manner – for
the home itself, for the environment and for
you and your family.

Original title: Byggnadsvård | Publication: January 2021 | Pages: 240 | Size: 247 x 178 | Illustrated: Fully
illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Michaéla Marmgren
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Target market

Sales points

• Anyone who is curious about building preservation, restoration and the
history of an older home.

• Erika Åberg is a well-known profile
from SVT show Det sitter i väggarna, which is inspired by BBC series
Restoration Home.

• Young families with limited budgets
and limited amounts of time.

• Helpful and lighthearted approach
where the author shares her own
successes and failures.

• Homeowners that want to achieve a
sustainable restoration.

• Completely indispensable for those
who want to restore an older home to
its previous glory.

For more information: contact Sofia Odsberg
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COOKERY / LIFESTYLE

Sofia Wood is a
freelancing creator and
has previously worked
as a PR executive in
fashion, art and design.
She has a huge passion
for cooking and runs
a popular Instagram
account and also a
podcast for Swedish
ELLE.
In 2019 her first
cookbook Chez Wood
became an instant
success with the cooking
and lifestyle community.
Winter at Wood’s has
sold more than 14 000
copies to date.

Winter at Wood’s

From Autumn Dusk to Spring Flush

Sofia Wood

Food with consideration no matter the occasion – rainy Tuesdays in November, a beautiful
New Year’s Eve and a social but inexpensive
start to the new year. A book for those who
want to make the dark season brighter, warmer
and a whole lot tastier.

chilly days when the daylight is quickly
disappearing, to Advent, Christmas and New
Year’s Eve, advancing towards the first signs of
springtime. Herein you will find recipes, as well
as thoughts on decorations and table setting.
The world of Sofia Wood is snug and welcoming, sensual and meticulous. The recipes are
surprisingly simple but very tasty and include
vegetarian and vegan cooking, as well as fish
and seafood.

Sofia Wood’s winter book shows how both
seasonal feasts and everyday cooking can shed
some light in the darkness and kicks off with
a cosy Halloween dinner. She leads us through

Target market

Sales points

• Women 25-55 with a love for all
things beautiful and stylish.

• A stunning seasonal cookbook that
captures the mood and adds some
zest to the dark time of year.

• Readers that are equally interested in
lifestyle and cooking.

• Beautifully designed and aesthetically
pleasing, illustrated by Frida Edlund’s
atmospheric photos.

• Home cooks that want to find inspiration in all the little details surrounding a meal.

• Simple yet sumptuous recipes using
seasonal produce.

Original title: Vinter hos Wood | Publication: November 2020 | Pages: 192 | Size: 190 x 260
Illustrated: Fully illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Michaéla Marmgren

Option publisher: Christian Verlag, Germany
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COOKERY / LIFESTYLE

Sofia Wood is a
freelancing creator and
has previously worked
as a PR executive in
fashion, art and design.
She has a huge passion
for cooking and runs
a popular Instagram
account and a lifestyle
podcast.
Chez Wood has sold
19 000 copies to date.

Target market

Sales points

• Women 25-55 with a love for all
things beautiful and stylish.

• A cookbook that emphasises the different components of a meal – from
produce to ambience.

• Anyone who is looking for simple,
classic recipes accompanied by stunning photos.

Chez Wood

A Cookbook for Everyday Life, Downtime and Celebration

Sofia Wood

This is a cookbook dedicated to elevating our
daily, as well as celebratory occasions and making them more beautiful and welcoming.

• Highlights key contemporary trends
– sustainability as well as the need for
recovery.

• Anyone who wants to add a touch
of old-fashioned charm to everyday
cooking and learn how to set an inviting table.

• Sofia Woods invites us into her personal space, which is both elegant and
cosy.

Everything she does is accompanied by an artistic sensitivity, consciousness and awareness.
The recipes are simple but sophisticated, luscious and adaptable. There is a greater emphasis
on attention to produce and details, rather
than complicated procedures. Everything boils
down to sustainability – on several levels – and
a belief that the details make the difference.

Herein you will find irresistible recipes, inspiring table setting and thoughts about the meaning of a meal: as an energy boost, as a meeting
place, as a demonstration of love. The meals
can help us get together, celebrate and unwind,
and Sofia Wood shows us her way of enhancing
every moment at the dining table.
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NORSTEDTS AGENCY

Tryckerigatan 4, P.O. Box 2052
SE-103 12 Stockholm
Sweden
norstedtsagency.se

Norstedts Publishing House works with the following literary scouts
Bettina Schrewe, USA
Daniel Aragó & Carmen Pinilla, Spain & Germany
Daniela Schlingmann, UK
Norstedts Agency works with the following co-agents for fiction/general non-fiction
Ajans Letra, Turkey
Book/lab, Poland
Casanovas & Lynch, Spanish & Portuguese world
Corto, Czech Rep., Slovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia,
Slovenia, Bosnia & Herzegovina
Grayhawk,
Taiwan
& China
Deborah Harris,
Israel
MOMO,
Grayhawk,
Korea
Taiwan & China
Red
Ink,Korea
India
MOMO,
Tuttle-Mori,
Red Ink, India
Japan & Thailand
Tuttle-Mori, Japan & Thailand
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